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Elevated Stand for Surface.

Inside the Box.
One Elevated Stand for Surface
One Drawstring Carrying Bag
One Magnet Notice Insert
One Installation Guide
One Warranty Card

Register your stand at kensington.com/register.



1. Unfolding and Folding.

To unfold the stand, press the button on the side of the hinge and pull up on the frame.

To fold the stand, press the button on the side of the hinge and push the frame down until it is flat. Once flat, you can store the stand in the drawstring carrying bag.



2. Attaching your Surface.

a. With the stand in the upright position, align the kickstand of your Surface up with the slot on the top of the stand. 
The screen of your Surface should be facing the side of the frame with the non-slip pad for accessories.

b. Slide the kickstand down into the slot until it is as far as it can go.

c. Double check that the kickstand is properly inserted and your Surface is secure.





3. Storing your Surflink Connector.

a. Remove the Surflink Connector from your Surface.

b. Align and connect the Surflink Connector up with the magnetic storage location on the side of the stand.

c. The dedicated magnetic storage location ensures your Surflink™ connector is never lost.



Securing the Stand and your Surface.
A K68136WW Keyed Cable Lock for Surface Pro and Surface Go or a K68130WW Combination Cable Lock for Surface Pro and Surface Go is recommended for securing your stand and your Surface 
(locks are sold separately). 
To secure, attach the cable lockhead to the Surface through the slot on the back of the stand.



Anti-slip surface on top of base allows user to store accessories such as smartphones or earbuds on the top of the base while minimizing slipping.



For support, visit kensington.com/support.


